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How to connect a bluetooth keyboard to fire stick

I’ve been spending a lot of time with the new Amazon Fire TV lately. It’s voice remote is great, but sometimes you just need a keyboard to enter in those long email addresses, account names or passwords – especially when you’re getting your Fire TV set up.Being a PC guy at heart, I wanted to see what kind of Amazon Fire TV keyboard options there
were. and how to hook them up. To be honest, this is one of the easiest things I’ve ever written a guide for.Let’s take a look:Setting up an Amazon Fire TV Bluetooth keyboardBluetooth is by far the easiest way to hook a up keyboard to the Fire TV or Fire Stick. Actually, if you’ve got a Fire Stick or the 3rd generation (2017) version of the Fire TV, then
Bluetooth is your only option. Neither of those devices have a USB port to plug the receiver in to.If you’re wondering which Fire TV version you have, Amazon set up this handy guide to help you tell them apart, or you can take a look at my Fire TV vs Fire Stick article.Note: The keyboard will have to be in Bluetooth pairing mode to get this to work. On
most devices, it’s just a simple button or switch that you have to press. Consult the keyboard’s documentation to see how to do it for your specific device.To set up the Logitech K480 Bluetooth keyboard, or any other Amazon Fire TV Bluetooth keyboard, head on over to the Settings tab and select Controllers & Bluetooth Devices.Since you’re not
connecting a game controller, you’re going to want to select Other Bluetooth Devices.If you haven’t already started Bluetooth pairing on your keyboard, you should do it now. For more info on how to do that, consult the documentation for your Bluetooth keyboard.Once the keyboard is in pairing mode, click Add Bluetooth Devices.Your screen will look
a little different. In this case, my Fire TV could recognize two Bluetooth devices within range. The Samsung Soundbar is actually downstairs in my living room, so I’m a little surprised that the Fire TV was able to pick up the signal from that far away.Keyboards often show up as generic input devices, so I’m going to select that.It turns out that was the
right device. Once I got to this screen, the Fire TV realized the model number of the keyboard – correctly identifying it as the Logitech K480.From here, Amazon gives me a code to type on the keyboard. This is a random six-digit code that will uniquely identify your keyboard with your Fire TV. You’ve just got to type it on the keyboard and press Enter
or Return.Success! You’ll get a pop-up box in the lower right hand corner telling you that you’ve got a new device connected.The best Amazon Fire TV keyboard: Logitech K480If you’ve read anything that I’ve written about keyboards, you’ll see a common thread. I’m a HUGE fan of Logitech keyboards. In fact, here’s a shot of my three “daily driver”
keyboards. Each has a different purpose, so I’ll explain why I like each one.The Logitech K840 wired mechanical keyboard (bottom center) is my PC keyboard. It has an amazing feel for typing. The only downside is that it is wired, so I had to get creative with my desktop wire management. While it’s great for a PC, I wouldn’t recommend it for your TV
box or streaming device.The Logitech K830 is a wireless USB keyboard with an integrated touchpad (upper left). The keyboard feel isn’t as good as my mechanical keyboard, but it’s stylish and elegant – it won’t look out of place in a modern living room. Because it has a touchpad, you can use it on any brand Android TV box or streaming device as long
as it has a USB port. The K830 comes in two versions: wireless and wireless + Bluetooth. On the surface, this is great because it’s got the best of both worlds. However, it can be a little pricey at $99 MSRP (you can usually find it for $70 on Amazon). Plus, you have to choose whether to connect via USB or Bluetooth, so you can’t connect to multiple
devices.Finally, the new kid on the block is the Logitech K480 Bluetooth Keyboard (pictured above). This keyboard doesn’t have an integrated touchpad, so it’s a bit limited in that aspect. The yellow ridge along the top is designed to hold your smartphone or tablet. That let’s you use the physical keyboard while still using your touchscreen as normal,
or you can navigate with the keyboard’s arrow keys. But, the K480 has two things going for it, which is why I recommend it as an Amazon Fire TV Bluetooth keyboard.First, the price: It’s got an MSRP of $49 from Logitech, but I’ve almost never seen it on sale for more than $29. At that price point, it’s competing against the likes of the Rii i8+
Bluetooth mini wireless keyboard, and the Logitech is just hands-down the better keyboard.Secondly, you can connect this to multiple devices and select them on the fly. Take a look at the picture above. Do you see the yellow dial on the left side of the keyboard? That’s your selector switch. You can store the profiles of three different devices
(smartphone, tablet, Fire TV, etc.) and choose which one you want to connect to. If you have more than one device in your house (and who doesn’t?), the Logitech K480 lets you connect to all of them.Those two reasons are why I highly recommend the Logitech K480 if you’re looking for an Amazon Fire TV keyboard.Have you tried to hook up an
Amazon Fire TV Bluetooth keyboard? Which ones have you tried, and what did you think? Let me know in the comment section below. Amazon's Fire TV, aka Fire Stick, is a series of devices from Amazon that physically connect to your television and uses your home network to stream digital audio and video from media providers, such as HBO and
Netflix, directly to you. Amazon sells different devices under the Fire TV name: Fire Stick, Fire TV and Fire TV Cube. The Fire Stick is a small device that plugs into your TV and sticks out of your TV's HDMI port. The Fire TV and Fire TV Cube are small boxes that plugs into an HDMI port on your TV; it also tends to hang off the back of your TV. Once
the devices are attached to your TV, you navigate to the show or movie content you’d like to view using the Amazon Fire user interface. Once selected, the device accesses your chosen content over the internet and plays it on your TV. Some Amazon Fire content is available at no cost, and apps are available that allow you to access premium content on
YouTube Red; subscription cable channels like Showtime, Starz, and HBO; and cable alternatives such as Hulu, Sling TV, Netflix, and Vudu on Amazon Fire TV, among others. Most premium content channels like HBO, Showtime, and Netflix require you to have a subscription to that service; however, in many cases, these subscriptions can be set up
on the spot through the Amazon device. Your subscription fee for each is billed through your Amazon account. Amazon You can also use fire devices to play games, view your photos, and access other media saved on your local network devices. You can even browse Facebook. Amazon Prime content available to subscribers is also accessible through
Amazon Fire TV; if you are a subscriber to Amazon Prime, that is. In some models, you can use the Fire TV remote to locate content using voice commands with Alexa or an Echo device. Amazon’s Fire TV devices and Amazon Fire Sticks are often called, generically, firesticks. You may also see them referred to as, among other terms, the Amazon
Prime stick, Amazon TV box, and the streaming media stick. The Fire TV model released in October 2017 includes the following major changes and improvements over previous versions: Enhanced 4K Ultra High Definition (UHD) support HDR (high dynamic range) image support (for clearer pictures) Additional TV channels and apps More movies,
games, and other content Smaller form factor Improved Bluetooth functionality and Wi-Fi support Improved support for Alexa and Echo devices to find, launch, and control content with your voice The latest Fire TV also offers the same features from past generations of devices, including screen mirroring and content sharing and support for physical
HD antennas, among others that long-time users already know. The Fire TV Stick comes in different versions. Earlier versions offer a basic remote control; later versions offer remote controls with volume, mute, and power buttons. All look like a USB stick or flash drive and connect to your TV’s HDMI port. The Fire TV Stick offers these features,
which have improved in newer generations: Up to 1080p HD resolution at 60 fps Voice-controlled remote, and Alexa and Echo device support Screen mirroring Content sharing Access to thousands of apps, media providers, games, etc. Make sure to keep your Fire Stick updated with the latest software. The older generation of Fire TV is physically
larger than newer models. It is now officially called Fire TV (Previous Version) but is also referred to as the Fire TV Box or Fire TV Player because the device looks more like a cable box than a USB stick. Fire TV (Previous Version) isn’t available from Amazon anymore, but you might have one at home or be able to find one from a third-party seller.
There was a Fire TV device prior to Fire TV (previous version) that was also a box-type device. It offered features similar to those listed here. FAQ How do you set up a Fire TV Stick? What is the newest generation of Fire Stick? Launched in April of 2021, the third-generation Amazon Fire Stick is currently the latest model of the Fire Stick. The thirdgen Fire Stick supports 1080p video, Alexa, and Dolby Atmos audio. Which generation Fire Stick is the best? The latest one. Each new generation of the Fire Stick comes with more powerful internals and supports more features. Whichever model is currently the latest version will be the best. Currently, the third-generation Fire Stick is the best Fire
Stick. Thanks for letting us know! Tell us why!
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